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Abstract

Reporting private information is a key part of economic decision making. A recent litera-

ture has found that many people have a preference for honest reporting, contrary to usual

economic assumptions. In this paper, we investigate whether preferences for honesty are

malleable and what determines them. We experimentally measure preferences for honesty

in a sample of children. As our main result, we provide causal evidence on the effect of the

social environment by randomly enrolling children in a year-long mentoring programme.

We find that, about four years after the end of the programme, mentored children are

significantly more honest.
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Are preferences for honesty malleable? Are they innate to each individual or do they

change in response to the social environment? It is well known that there is strong hetero-

geneity among individuals – while some lie maximally, most have some preference for honesty

and lie only a little or not at all (e.g., Gneezy et al. (2013)). Where does this heterogeneity

come from? Is it possible to directly affect an individual’s preference for honesty?

It is important to answer these questions since honesty plays a crucial role in economics

and society. Many economic interactions feature asymmetric information, like a used-car seller

describing a car’s quality (e.g., Akerlof (1970)) or an expert giving advice (e.g., Crawford and

Sobel (1982)). Economists usually assume that the informed party in such situations does

not have any intrinsic preference to tell the truth. They just report whatever maximizes

their payoff. Over the last decade, this assumption has been challenged by a new, empirical

literature studying what people actually do when they have private information (e.g., Gneezy

(2005), Mazar et al. (2008), Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi (2013); see Abeler et al. (2019)

and Gerlach et al. (2019) for reviews of the literature). This literature documents widespread

and heterogeneous preferences for honesty, even when offered large monetary incentives to lie

(e.g., Kajackaite and Gneezy (2017)).1 More pressingly, the rise in politicians lying to the

public and the increased spreading of false information via social media, and sometimes even

traditional media, have brought concerns about honesty and truth-telling to the forefront

of the political and academic discussion (e.g., Serra-Garcia and Gneezy (2020), Lazer et al.

(2018), Evanega et al. (2020)), with commentators branding persistent lying as a “threat to

democracy” (e.g., Brettschneider (2020), Edsall (2021), Boot (2021)).

In this paper, we are interested in how the social environment, including both family and

non-family interactions, affects the willingness to tell the truth. Given the importance of

honesty for economics and society, it is crucial to understand why some children grow up

to become honest adults and others do not. Moreover, understanding which circumstances

affect honesty could allow policy makers to implement interventions that increase the level of

honesty in societies.2

1In line with the evidence, more and more theoretical papers build on the assumption of some preference for
truth-telling (e.g., Kartik et al. (2007), Matsushima (2008), Ellingsen and Östling (2010), Kartik et al. (2014),
Khalmetski and Sliwka (2019), Gneezy et al. (2018), Sobel (2020)).

2While it is clear that honesty has strong positive externalities by reducing transaction and audit costs and
is thus likely to be desirable on a societal level, it is less clear whether honesty is privately beneficial as this
depends on the prevailing institutions and the equilibrium. Several studies, however, relate honesty to positive
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To make progress on these questions, we focus on children of primary-school age. This is

an important period for the development of honesty as the children’s theory of mind is already

developed enough to understand the mechanics of dishonest communication (e.g., Talwar and

Crossman (2011)) and preferences are potentially less set compared to when they are older

(e.g., Cunha and Heckman (2007), Kautz et al. (2014)). We combine experimental and survey

data on children, their parents, and the non-family social environment. We first explore the

role of parents by correlating parental characteristics with children’s honesty. We then study

the effects of a random allocation of children to a mentoring programme, thus randomizing

critical features of the social environment. We follow participants for several years after the

end of the intervention.

We use a modified version of the Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi (2013) experimental

paradigm to measure preferences for honesty: before rolling a die in private, participants

predict in their head what they will roll, they then observe the die roll, and report whether

they predicted correctly. If they report having predicted correctly, participants receive a mon-

etary reward. In this setup, the truthfulness of any individual report cannot be determined.

The average share of “predicted correctly” reports is, however, a measure of honesty of a

group of subjects. This paradigm has become the leading way to measure honesty preferences

because it is simple and abstracts from strategic interaction. Moreover, several studies have

shown that behavior in this experiment correlates well with honest behaviour outside the lab

(Cohn and Maréchal (2018) study children of similar age as we do; also see, e.g., Dai et al.

(2018), Potters and Stoop (2016), Hanna and Wang (2017)).

When we correlate this measure of a child’s honesty with parental characteristics, we find

that children from high socio-economic status (SES) households are more honest. Moreover,

we find children are more honest when they experience a warm parenting style and high levels

of general trust in their home environment. This suggests that these environmental inputs

might be essential for the development for honesty preferences.3

To study the causal effect of the social environment on preferences for honesty, we ran-

private outcomes, e.g., in school (Cohn and Maréchal 2018). The desirability of an intervention to strengthen
preferences for honesty would need to be decided in a careful welfare analysis, which is beyond the scope of
this paper.

3We also confirm the previous findings that girls and older children are more honest. Comparing our age
results to a meta-study of 35 previous studies, we find that our data fit in smoothly with the overall increase
in honesty as participants get older.
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domly allocate a sample of low SES children in Germany to a year-long mentoring programme.

The volunteer mentors spend an afternoon per week with the children and engage in inter-

active social activities such as cooking, playing football, or doing handicraft activities. The

mentoring programme aims to widen a child’s horizon through social interactions with a new

attachment person. The mentoring programme thus enriches the social environment of the

children by providing inputs and experiences that are potentially scarce in low SES families

and, at the same time, essential for the development of honesty preferences.

The main result of the paper is that children who were allocated to the mentoring pro-

gramme become more honest. If we assume that participants do not lie downwards, 58% of

participants in the control group lie while only 44% of participants in the treatment group

do so. This is a large effect: the treatment effect is of similar magnitude as the difference be-

tween male and female participants, for example. Given that we measure honesty about four

years after the mentoring programme, this is evidence of a long-term and persistent change in

behaviour. We also show that the treatment effect of the mentoring intervention on honesty

is distinct from its treatment effect on prosociality, discussed by Kosse et al. (2020), and that

the treatment effect is not due to differential attrition.

We then provide evidence on the hypothesis that the mentoring programme benefits chil-

dren by providing resources that are scarce in the family environment. We build on our result

that parents who use a less warm parenting style or are less trusting have more dishonest chil-

dren. We find that for children from these backgrounds, the mentoring programme increases

the likelihood of being honest particularly strongly. This suggests that mentors can serve as

substitutes for parents, in the sense that mentoring is particularly effective when parental

teaching, inputs, or role models are limited.

A possible mechanism for the treatment effect is that mentors serve as an honest role

model or that they teach the mentees directly. The importance of warm parenting style and

maternal trust could be based on the fact that young children often lie to avoid punishment

(e.g., Stouthamer-Loeber 1986). A warm parenting style, in which punishment is used only

rarely, might reduce the subjective need for the child to lie and thus lead to more honesty.

This would be in line with the study by Talwar and K. Lee (2011) who show that children

who are exposed to a harsh disciplinary style in school lie more.

Our paper contributes to several literatures. First, we add to the understanding of how an
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individual’s preferences and attitudes develop by establishing the causal effect of the mentoring

programme on honesty. Generally speaking, preferences could be determined by genes, the

family environment, or the social environment, or some combination of these. We have little

reliable data on any of these channels, partly because establishing the causal determinants of

any preference is notoriously difficult. Taking the example of the social environment, only an

intense experience could result in a change of preferences and such experiences are usually not

randomly allocated (see Callen et al. (2014) for an example on risk preferences). In addition,

one needs to demonstrate that behaviour has persistently changed to avoid classifying a short-

run effect as a change in preferences. We rely on a year-long mentoring programme that

should ex-ante be strong enough to change preferences. We also measure preferences for

honesty four years after the intervention and can thus detect long-term effects. A growing

literature explores the development of preferences and skills during childhood (e.g., Bettinger

and Slonim (2007), Fehr et al. (2013), Alan et al. (2019), Kosse et al. (2020), Alan et al.

(2020), Cappelen et al. (2020); for a review see Sutter et al. (2019)). Numerous papers

point to the importance of parental investments and parental style for children’s skill and

preference development (e.g., Cunha and Heckman (2007); Doepke et al. (2019)). We confirm

these findings for the case of preferences for honesty.

Second, on the level of communities and nations, our paper is related to the literature

on the formation of social capital (e.g., Alesina and La Ferrara (2002), Becker et al. (2020))

and to the literature on the evolution of norms and preferences in society, in partiular, Elias

(1969). Lowes et al. (2017) and Heldring (2021) demonstrate that historical institutions can

have long-lasting effects on the honesty of the local population. While these papers investigate

the long-term emergence of honest behavior over many generations, we focus on the within-

person development of honesty. Perhaps most closely related to our paper is the study by

Gächter and Schulz (2016) who find that students who grew up in more corrupt countries are

more dishonest. One of our contributions is to document a correlation between maternal trust

and a child’s honesty in addition to the causal effect of mentors (who are more trusting) on a

child’s honesty, thus pointing to a potential mechanism for the country- and community-level

correlations documented in these literatures.

Third, we add to the literature on honesty experiments with children. The effect of parents

and the social environment on lying has been studied only very little (but see the correlational
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studies by Talwar and K. Lee (2011) and Stouthamer-Loeber and Loeber (1986); for a sum-

mary of the psychology literature on the development of honesty see, e.g., Stouthamer-Loeber

(1986)). Several economics studies conduct lying experiments with children (e.g., Bucciol and

Piovesan (2011), Glätzle-Rützler and Lergetporer (2015), Maggian and Villeval (2016), Tobol

and Yaniv (2019)) and find, e.g., that many young children already have a preference for

honesty.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 explains the honesty experiment and the

mentoring intervention. Section 2 describes the sample and the data. Section 3 presents the

results and Section 4 concludes.

1 Design

1.1 Measuring preferences for honesty

We use a modified version of the experimental paradigm suggested by Fischbacher and Föllmi-

Heusi (2013) (“FFH”). In this paradigm, subjects privately observe the outcome of a random

variable (e.g., a die roll), report the outcome and receive a monetary payoff proportional to

their report. The FFH paradigm is the leading experimental method to measure preferences

for honesty since it is easy to understand for subjects, which is particularly important for

experiments with children, and since it abstracts from strategic interaction. Crucially, re-

ports in this experiment have been shown to correlate strongly with non-laboratory cheating

behaviour (Potters and Stoop 2016, Gächter and Schulz 2016, Dai et al. 2018, Hanna and

Wang 2017, Cohn and Maréchal 2018, Cohn et al. 2015, Kröll and Rustagi 2017). This has

lead to an explosive growth in the number of studies using this paradigm: Abeler et al. (2019)

identify 90 recent studies based on this design.

We modify the design in line with the “mind game” approach by Jiang (2013) and Greene

and Paxton (2009). In our study, before subjects roll a six-sided die in private, they have

to predict the number they will roll without telling anybody about their prediction. Only

after the roll do they have to report whether they predicted correctly. A participant’s report

is thus about their own prediction, which is unobserved by the experimenter. In this setup,

participants have a 1
6 chance of predicting correctly. This setup implies the same incentives

and probabilities as a more standard “win if you report a 6” die-rolling experiment. We
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chose this design since some participants might not believe that the random draw is truly

private, even though it is, thus not responding to the actual incentives in place. In our

setting, the interviewer withdrew to the other side of the room to do some paper work during

the experiment, and the participant was guided only by the computer. Asking participants

to report the correctness of their prediction about the (already unobserved) die roll adds a

second layer of unobservability. If participants report to have predicted correctly, they are

paid 2.50 euros. If not, they receive no monetary reward for this part of the study.4 Therefore,

this experiment yields exactly one outcome: reporting to have predicted correctly or not. In

Appendix B, we present a theoretical framework that clarifies how reports in this experiment

are linked to preferences for honesty. The full instructions for the experiment can be found

in Appendix C. For a discussion on the interpretion of the reporting behavior see section 3.

1.2 Design of the mentoring programme

The mentoring intervention uses a well-established mentoring programme for primary-school

aged children in Germany (“Balu und Du”, German for “Baloo and You”; for a detailed de-

scription, see Müller-Kohlenberg and Drexler (2013)). The programme has been run since

2002 and more than 13,000 children have participated so far. During the programme, partici-

pants meet one-to-one with a mentor for about 4 hours per week. The mentors are volunteers

and almost all mentors are university students (aged 18–30). The mentoring programme lasts

up to one year. For those mentor-mentee pairs that met at least once, the average duration

is 9.3 months and the average number of meetings is 22.8 (see Figure A.1 in Appendix A for

distributions).5 Participants thus spend a considerable amount of time with their mentor.

During the meetings, the mentor and the mentee engage in interactive social activities such

as cooking, visiting a zoo or park, or doing arts and crafts activities. The choice of activities

is driven by the individual needs, abilities, and interests of child and mentor. At the start of

the programme, participants were on average 7.8 years old (std. dev. = 0.48).

The programme is based on the concept of “informal learning”, i.e., it integrates learning

processes into everyday activities and does not focus on academic achievements. The idea is
4The stake size is in line with many FFH experiments. If anything, the stakes are high, in particular

compared to participants’ daily “income”. For comparison, the children in the sample receive on average 4.57
euros pocket money per week.

5If we include the mentor-mentee pairs who never met, the average number of meetings is 16.9.
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to widen a child’s horizon through social interactions with a new attachment person. The

programme aims to strengthen the basic skills and non-academic abilities of participants that

increase the likelihood of success in life and school. By enriching the social environment of

participants, the mentors allow them to gain new experiences and to acquire these skills and

abilities. In doing so, mentors both serve as role models and as motherly or fatherly friends

who teach the mentee directly. Building a caring relationship between mentor and mentee is

central to the mentoring programme.

Mentors receive professional support. They are overseen by paid coordinators, they fill

in weekly online diaries on which they get feedback from the coordinators, and they meet

coordinators and other mentors in bi-weekly meetings in which they receive suggestions for

activities and discuss potential problems.

2 Data

Within the framework of the briq family panel (for details, see Falk and Kosse (2020)), we

recruited participants and their parents from the two cities Cologne and Bonn in Germany. In

2011, we invited all families living in those cities with children born between September 2003

and August 2004 to participate in a mentoring programme, as well as one third of families with

children born between September 2002 and August 2003 (N = 14,451). We informed parents

that, due to capacity constraints, participation in the programme was not guaranteed. 1,626

families indicated a willingness to participate and answered a short questionnaire including

questions on income, education and whether both parents lived in the same household. We

focused on those children whose parents met at least one of the following three criteria: (i)

Equivalence income of the household is lower than 1,065 euros, corresponding to the 30th

percentile of the German income distribution. (ii) Neither parent has a school-leaving degree

qualifying for university studies. (iii) Parents do not live in the same household. We invited

these children (N = 700) and their parents for a baseline interview conducted in September to

October 2011. 590 children and their parents participated in the baseline interview and gave

their written consent to allow the transmission of their address to the organization running

the “Balu und Du” mentoring programme. This is our main sample. Out of this sample, 212

children were randomly selected to be treated (“treatment group”), the remaining 378 children
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form the control group.6 The actual mentoring intervention took place between October 2011

and January 2013.

We also invited some of the children whose parents did not meet either of the three criteria

listed above (N = 150 invited, N = 122 participated in the baseline interview and gave written

consent). None of these children participated in the mentoring programme. We will include

this “high SES” comparison group when we correlate parental characteristics with children’s

reports as it increases the variance in parental characteristics.

Due to an unforeseen shortage of mentors during the intervention period, 18% of par-

ticipants in the treatment group could not start the mentoring programme. Another 8% of

matches were initiated but did not start due to refusals or availability problems (e.g., preg-

nancy of the mentor or moving). Thus, 74% of participants in the treatment group were

actually treated. We will focus on intention-to-treat estimates.

We have information from a baseline survey of mothers7 and children before the start

of the intervention and from yearly follow-up surveys after the intervention. We measured

preferences for honesty between September 2016 and February 2017, i.e., about four years

after the end of the mentoring programme. Interviews were conducted by the surveying

company that also conducts the GSOEP (Wagner et al. 2007) at the homes of participants.8

The mother received a participation fee of 45 euros. At the time of the interviews, the

participating children were on average 12.5 years old.9

142 children from the treatment group participated in the honesty experiment, 252 from

the control group and 96 from the high SES comparison group, i.e., the re-interviewing rate

was about 70%. These rates do not differ significantly across treatment and control group and

are not systematically related to baseline honesty (see Table A.1 in Appendix A). Moreover,

Table A.2 in Appendix A indicates that the follow-up sample is balanced across treatment
6Randomization was stratified by city (Cologne or Bonn), income (above or below the 30th income per-

centile), education (at least one parent eligible for university studies or not), and parental status (single parent
or not), for a total of 14 strata. Given the larger relative supply of mentors in Bonn, we assigned a higher
share of children in Bonn to the ITT group. Therefore, assignment into treatment was random conditional on
city of residence. However, conditioning on city of residence does not affect our results (see Table 2).

7More than 95% of participating parents were the biological mother and we thus call the participating
parent “mother” regardless of their gender.

8The interviewers were full-time employed data collectors with a mean age around 50 and without university
education. Mentors and interviewers were thus very different. Moreover, the intervention was not mentioned
at any point during the data collection.

9We only have one measure of honesty and can thus not study how the treatment effect evolves over time.
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and control group regarding all baseline characteristics. Further details and robustness checks

are presented in Section 3.3.

In our analysis, we mainly focus on the estimation of the treatment effect since we can

establish clear causality. In addition, we explore the role of individual characteristics and the

social environment on a descriptive level and thus collected a range of variables that help

to measure these aspects. We elicited socio-demograpics, preferences, and beliefs of mothers

during the baseline survey before the start of the potential treatment. Parental style was

collected after the treatment in 2013.10 Information from mentors was collected during the

treatment period. Mothers’ and mentors’ preferences and beliefs are measured using validated

survey items (Falk et al. 2016).11 To estimate “warm parenting style”, mothers indicated their

agreement with eight statements on a 5-point Likert scale from “never” to “always”. As in

Falk et al. (forthcoming), we use factor analysis to extract one latent parenting style from

these items. See Appendix C.3 for details.

3 Results

The dependent variable in all our analyses is a dummy for whether the participant reported

to have predicted the number correctly. If everybody told the truth, then 1
6 of participants,

i.e., about 16.7%, should report this. In sharp contrast, overall 60.6% of participants report to

have predicted correctly, i.e., a large fraction of participants, though not all, must have lied:

they predicted wrongly but report to have predicted correctly and are thus paid the reward.

If we assume that no participant lies downwards (as implied by the utility function described

in Section 1.1), then 52.7% (= 60.6−16.7
100−16.7 ) of actually wrong predictions are falsely reported as

correct. In the regressions, any variable that is correlated with more honesty will thus have a

negative coefficient.

To shed light on the malleability of preferences for honesty, we first explore, on a descriptive

level, the role of the family environment for the formation of preferences for honesty, before
10The psychological literature shows that parenting styles are stable within developmental periods (e.g.,

Holden and Miller 1999, Forehand and Jones 2002). We also find no treatment effects on parental style, see
Table A.2.

11While we have data on a range of preferences, we do not have data on mothers’ or mentors’ preferences for
honesty. There is no validated, direct survey measure of honesty and for logistical reasons we were not able to
implement incentivized experiments with parents or mentors.
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studying the causal effect of the non-family environment by analyzing the impact of the

mentoring intervention.

3.1 Parental background and preferences: Descriptive evidence

For the analysis in this section, we restrict the sample to the experimental control group and

the high SES comparison group, i.e., we abstract from any effect of the intervention.

Result 1 Girls, older children, and children from richer households are more honest. More-

over, we find higher levels of honesty for children who experience a warmer parenting style

and higher levels of general trust in their family environment.

We first show that female participants are significantly more honest than boys and that

honesty increases with age (column 1 of Table 1, which depicts the results of Probit regressions

in form of average marginal effects). This confirms results from the previous literature (e.g.,

Dreber and Johannesson 2008, Glätzle-Rützler and Lergetporer 2015). This is reassuring, as

it shows that our participants, while younger, have similar patterns of behaviour as other

subject pools. Figure A.2 in Appendix A demonstrates the effect of age more clearly. The

graph combines the data from this paper with data from 35 FFH experiments collected by

Abeler et al. (2019) that also contain data on age (N = 16,705). The graph shows that the

average level of honesty in our data is very much in line with the previous literature.

We then explore the relation of reporting behaviour and parental socio-economic char-

acteristics. Column 2 adds the three SES categories used in the sampling scheme: income,

education, single-parent status (see Section 2). A Wald-test indicates joint significance of the

SES variables (p = 0.036). More specifically, poorer households have children who are signif-

icantly more likely to report to have predicted correctly. This result seems not to be directly

driven by available ressources as the effect is robust against controlling for weekly pocket

money: the marginal effect of the poor household dummy is 0.135 (p = 0.012) conditional

on pocket money. The effect of pocket money is positive but not statistically significantly

different from zero (p = 0.195). 12 There is no significant partial effect of parental education
12Moreover, Abeler et al. (2019) show that behavior in this kind of experiment is not affected by the amount

of money at stake.
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or single parenthood (this result remains if each SES variable is entered separately into the

regression).

In the third step of our descriptive analysis, we explore the relation of reporting behaviour

and aspects of the social environment. To prepare our analysis of the mentoring interven-

tion, we focus on aspects of the social environment which are changed by the intervention.

For example, the style of interaction with the child substantially differs between parents and

mentors. It is a key idea of the mentoring program to use praise, to avoid punishment and

to guide the mentee as “big benevolent friend – reliable, sure, clarifying, leading, secure”

(Müller-Kohlenberg and Drexler 2013). In other words, the mentors are instructed to interact

with the mentee using what our questionnaire would classify as a warm parenting style (see

Appendix C.3 for more details). Therefore, we explore the relation between children’s report-

ing behaviour and the parenting style in their home environment. The results in column 3

indicate that a warmer parenting style of parents is significantly associated with fewer reports

of having predicted correctly.

Moreover, as mentors are self-selected volunteers, it is plausible that their preference and

belief structure differs from the one of parents, especially with regard to social preferences and

beliefs. Indeed, mentors are significantly more trusting (31.4% of a standard deviation) and

altruistic (20.6% of a standard deviation), while mothers and mentors do not differ regarding

time and risk preferences (see Appendix Table A.3 for details). Therefore, we explore the

relation between children’s reporting behavior and mothers’ trust and altruism.13 The results

in column 4 indicate that higher levels of maternal trust are significantly associated with

fewer reports of having predicted correctly. The results in column 5 do not indicate a relation

between reporting behaviour and altruism. A possible explanation for the relation of children’s

truth-telling and maternal trust is that a trusting social environment enables children to

experience that telling the truth is beneficial in the long run (compare Gächter and Schulz

(2016)).

These results set the stage for our main analysis as the mentoring programme changes

features of the social environment that are correlated with children’s preferences for honesty.
13Time and risk preferences of mothers’ are not related to their children’s reporting behavior (p > 0.500).
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Reported to have predicted correctly
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Child’s sex -0.163*** -0.168*** -0.159*** -0.167*** -0.164*** -0.171***
(1 = female) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048)
Child’s age (in years) -0.122*** -0.111*** -0.118*** -0.118*** -0.123*** -0.110***
(in years) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.042)
Low parental income 0.155*** 0.138***
(dummy) (0.053) (0.053)
Low parental edu. -0.050 -0.066
(dummy) (0.053) (0.054)
Single parent -0.025 -0.024
(dummy) (0.053) (0.053)
Warm parenting style -0.049** -0.040
(standardized) (0.024) (0.024)
Mother’s trust -0.047* -0.043
(standardized) (0.026) (0.027)
Mother’s altruism 0.016 0.030
(standardized) (0.027) (0.027)
Sample restriction: Low and High SES control groups
Observations 348 348 348 348 348 348

Table 1: Correlates of reporting behaviour. Notes: Coefficients are average marginal effects of
Probit regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. The dependent variable is a dummy of
whether the participant reported to have predicted the die roll correctly. For further details
on the independent variables see Section 2 and Appendix C.3. ***, **, * indicate significance
at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively.

3.2 Treatment effect

The mentoring programme is randomly allocated, which allows for a causal interpretation

of the treatment effect. Any effect we find would be long-term: reporting experiments were

conducted about four years after the intervention.

Result 2 The mentoring treatment significantly increases honesty.

64.7% of participants in the control group report to have predicted correctly but only 53.5%

of participants in the treatment group do so (difference: 11.2 percentage points, p = 0.029).

Assuming no downward lying, this means that 57.6% of control participants lie, and 44.2%

of treated participants. Table 2 shows the treatment effect on the probability of reporting to
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have predicted correctly in form of average marginal effects of Probit regressions. In column

1 we show the unconditional effect, in column 2 we add controls for gender and age, and

in column 3 we also control for interviewer fixed effects and the randomization strata. The

results indicate that the treatment effect is robust across these specifications. Column 2 and

3 further show that the treatment effect has a similar size as the difference between genders

or the effect of one year of age.14 Since the treatment take-up is 74%, LATE estimates of

the treatment effect are about a third larger than the intention-to-treat effects shown in the

table.15

Reported to have predicted correctly
(1) (2) (3)

Treatment dummy -0.110** -0.119** -0.095**
(0.050) (0.049) (0.048)

Child’s sex (1 = female) -0.115** -0.126***
(0.047) (0.046)

Child’s age (in years) -0.140*** -0.148***
(0.041) (0.039)

Additional controls No No Strata & Int. FE
Sample restriction Treatment & Control Group
Mean control group: 0.647
Observations 394 394 394

Table 2: Treatment effect regressions. Notes: Coefficients are average marginal effects of
Probit regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. The dependent variable is a dummy
of whether the participant reported to have predicted the die roll correctly. In column 3 we
control for strata and interviewer fixed effects. ***, **, * indicate significance at the 1, 5 and
10 percent level, respectively.

Result 3 The treatment effect is stronger for participants whose parents use a less warm

parenting style, and directionally so for parents who are less trusting.

As discussed in Section 3.1 the mentoring program provides resources that are correlated

with children’s preferences for honesty. We hypothesize that mentors could serve as (partial)
14The treatment effect is stronger for boys but this difference is not significant (p= 0.141).
15To explore whether treatment intensity matters, we relate the number of meetings and the length of actual

programme participation (i.e., the time between first and last mentoring meeting) to participants’ honesty
(i.e., the likelihood of not reporting to have predicted correctly). We do not find a significant relationship,
neither for the number of meetings (Spearman’s ρ = −0.096, p = 0.338, N = 102) nor for the length of actual
programme participation (Spearman’s ρ = −0.150, p = 0.133, N = 102), though the point estimates suggest a
positive dose response-relationship between treatment intensity and honesty.
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substitutes for parents and effectively provide these resources in the case of scarcity. We

would thus expect the mentoring programme to have a larger effect on honesty in families

that lack these characteristics. Table 3 shows OLS coefficients and adds interaction effects of

treatment dummy and parenting style or maternal trust to the treatment effect regressions.

Both interaction effects go in the hypothesized direction, even though only the coefficient

for parenting style is significant. The increased supply of warm parenting in the household

(through the mentor) has a similar effect as the parenting style of parents themselves. Figure 1

shows the treatment effect for the three tertiles of parenting style and shows how the treatment

effect increases as parents’ style gets colder (from left to right). In the treatment group, the

level of lying is almost exactly identical in the three parenting style tertiles, as the treatment

offsets the effect of parenting style. This suggests that mentors indeed serve as substitutes for

parental input.

This result also suggests that the correlations shown in Table 1 between parenting style and

trust on the one side and children’s honesty on the other side might be due to an underlying

causal effect. Mentoring is randomly allocated and it seems to work through similar channels

as we identified in the correlational analysis.

Reported to have predicted correctly
(1) (2)

Treatment dummy -0.115** -0.123**
(0.051) (0.051)

Warm parenting style (std.) -0.065**
(0.026)

Treat × warm PS 0.088**
(0.044)

Mother’s trust (std.) -0.067**
(0.030)

Treat × mother’s trust 0.040
(0.052)

Sample restriction Treatment and Control Group
Observations 394 394

Table 3: Treatment effect regressions with interactions. Notes: Coefficients are from OLS
regressions. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The dependent variable is a dummy
of whether the participant reported to have predicted the die roll correctly. As in all main
specifications we control for gender and age of the child in all three regressions. ***, **, *
indicate significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively.
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Figure 1: Treatment effect by parenting style. Notes: The vertical axis shows the share of
participants who reported to have predicted the die roll correctly. Error bars indicate standard
errors. Participants are split by treatment and control group and by the warmth of parenting
style of their mother (colder on the right). The dashed horizontal lines mark the expected
share of correct predictions without lying (16.7%).

3.3 Robustness of the Treatment Effect

In this section, we check two threats to the validity of our interpretation of the treatment

effect.

Result 4 The treatment effect on reporting behaviour is distinct from the treatment effect on

prosociality.

Kosse et al. (2020) analyze the same intervention and find a causal effect of the mentoring

programme on prosociality. Even though prosociality and honesty are distinct concepts, they

are arguably related. For example, Maggian and Villeval (2016) show that dictator game

giving and truthful reporting are correlated. To find out whether the programme’s effect

on honesty is distinct from its effect on prosociality, we control for the programme’s effect

on prosociality when regressing reporting behaviour on the treatment dummy. Kosse et al.

(2020) measure prosociality as the equally-weighted score of standardized measures of (i) three
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incentivized dictator game experiments that the child played with another child of the same

age; (ii) three age-adapted questions on trust; and (iii) parents’ answers to the “prosocial

scale” questions of the “Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire” (Goodman 1997).

Table 4 repeats the treatment effect regressions of Table 2 controlling for the programme’s

effect on prosociality. In column 1, we do so by including the within-participant average

of the prosociality measures elicited in 2013 and 2015, i.e., about one and three years after

the intervention. Prosociality is indeed significantly correlated to honesty. At the same

time, the treatment coefficient remains very similar in size and significance. Nevertheless, if

the experiments in 2013 and 2015 measure prosociality only with noise, the specification in

column 1 will not fully account for the treatment effect on prosociality. To properly control

for the treatment effect on prosociality in the presence of measurement error, we use the

“obviously related IV” technique suggested by Gillen et al. (2019). This approach eliminates

the uncorrelated part of the measurement error in our prosociality measures by using the two

measures of prosociality as instrument for each other. We thus duplicate the data, assign

the 2013 measure as dependent variable and the 2015 measure as instrument for the top

half of the data and vice-versa for the bottom half of the data. To correct for using each

observation twice, we cluster standard errors on participant. Column 2 is the second stage

of this estimation. It shows that the treatment-effect estimate is again very similar and that

significance is only slightly lower. This indicates that the treatement effect on lying is distinct

from the treatment effect on prosociality.16

Our second robustness check concerns the fact that not all children in the intention-

to-treat sample participate in the reporting experiment, which took place four years after

the intervention (67.0% of participants in the treatment group participated and 66.7% in

the control group). If this attrition is correlated with honesty and the treatment, then our

treatment effect estimates could be biased. We find this not to be the case.

Result 5 The treatment effect is not affected by differential attrition on observables.

Table A.1 in Appendix A shows that there is no significant effect of treatment status or
16Interpreting the effects on the two prosocility measures (from 2013 and 2015) and the reporting behavior

(from 2016) as one family of hypotheses and therefore conducting a family-wise error correction confirms our
previous results (Romano-Wolf corrected p-values: 0.058 (lying, 2016), 0.010 (prosociality, 2013) and 0.058
(prosociality, 2015), based on 1,000 bootstrap replications).
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baseline honesty on the likelihood of participating in our survey. Still, to correct for minor

imbalances, we weight observations by the predicted inverse probabilities of participating

in the reporting experiment. Our best proxy for honesty preferences measured before the

start of the mentoring intervention is the “conduct problems” score of the Strengths and

Difficulties Questionnaire. The questionnaire asks, amongst others, for parents’ perception

of their child’s lying and stealing. The Spearman correlation of the score with whether the

participant reported to have predicted correctly is 0.110 (p = 0.015, N = 490). Weights

are estimated from a Probit model of a binary selection indicator (indicating participation

in the reporting experiment) regressed on baseline “conduct problems” score and treatment

assignment and their interaction (as in column 4 of Table A.1). Column 3 of Table 4 shows

that the treatment effect is unchanged when we correct for attrition in this way. Columns

4 and 5 show Lee (2009) bounds on the treatment effect (p = 0.043 and 0.045). Given the

absence of selective attrition, it is not surprising that the bounds are tight and confirm the

main result.
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Reported to have predicted correctly
Lee bounds

OLS IV WLS Upper Lower
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Treatment dummy -0.108** -0.092* -0.112** -0.109** -0.114**
(0.053) (0.054) (0.051) (0.054) (0.057)

Prosociality (standardized) -0.072***
(Av. of 2013 & 2015 measures) (0.023)
Prosociality (standardized) -0.149***
(ORIV: 2013 & 2015 measures) (0.050)

Weights No No IPW No No

Sample restriction Treatment and Control Group
Observations (cluster) 374 374 394 590 590
Selected observations 394 394

Table 4: Robustness checks: Treatment effects controlling for the programme’s effect on
prosociality and using inverse probability weights to account for differential attrition. Notes:
The dependent variable is a dummy of whether the participant reported to have predicted the
die roll correctly. As in all main specifications we control for gender and age of the child in
the regressions shown in column 1 to 3. The reduced number of observations in columns 1 and
2 is due to missing observations in the 2015 data collection. Column 1 shows OLS estimates,
column 2 shows the second stage of ORIV estimates. In column 3 coefficients are from a
weighted least-square (WLS) estimation, weights are predicted inverse probabilities of not
being lost to follow-up. Column 1 shows robust standard errors in parentheses (bootstrapped
standard errors yield very similar results). Column 2 shows standard errors clustered at the
individual level Gillen et al. (2019). Column 3 shows robust standard errors. Columns 4 and
5 show Lee (2009) bounds on the treatment effect (bootstrapped standard errors based on
1,000 bootstrap replications in parentheses). ***, **, * indicate significance at the 1, 5 and
10 percent level, respectively.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate whether preferences for honesty are malleable and, if yes, what

determines them. We find that honesty among children is correlated with having parents

who have a warmer parenting style or are more trusting. We provide causal evidence for

the influence of the social environment by randomizing children into a year-long mentoring

programme. The programme has long-term effects: four year after the end of the programme,

mentored children are significantly more honest. Our analyses of heterogeneous treatment

effects indicate that the programme especially benefits children with parents who have a less
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warm parenting style and are less trusting. The fact that mentors bring in exactly these

resources suggests that the programme serves as a substitute for parental input.

We conclude that preferences for honesty are indeed malleable and that they can be

changed by an intervention. This has clear policy implications. Our data show that early-

childhood interventions cannot just improve a child’s achievements but also affect their social

and moral behaviour. Whether this is desirable clearly depends on a careful welfare analysis.

Our results also imply that preferences for honesty can not just be enhanced but also eroded

by the social environment, with potentially long-lasting effects for the working of society. A

carefully designed intervention, however, can counteract this effect.
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Online Appendix

A Additional analyses

Lost to follow-up
(1) (2)

Treatment dummy -0.003 -0.002
(0.040) (0.041)

Conduct problems (SDQ, baseline) 0.015
(0.025)

Conduct problems × treatment 0.012
(0.039)

Sample restriction Control Groups
Observations 590 590
R2 0.000 0.002
p-value F-test 0.938 0.758

Table A.1: Analysis of attrition. Notes: Coefficients are from OLS regressions. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses. The dependent variable is a dummy of whether the
participant failed to participate in the survey containing the reporting experiment. The
proxy for baseline honesty preferences is the “conduct problems” score of the Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire (Goodman 1997), asking, amongst others, for mothers’ perception
of the child’s lying and stealing. ***, **, * indicate significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent
level, respectively.
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Mean Mean Difference
Baseline measure Control Group Treatment Group p-value

Family characteristics:
Low parental income (binary) 0.480 0.443 0.487

(0.032) (0.042)
Low parental education (binary) 0.464 0.493 0.585

(0.031) (0.042)
Single parent (binary) 0.468 0.479 0.840

(0.031) (0.042)
Number of siblings 1.063 1.049 0.891

(0.063) (0.080)
Mother’s age (in years) 38.830 39.043 0.723

(0.368) (0.460)
Warm parenting style (standardized) -0.076 -0.018 0.618

(0.067) (0.096)
Mother’s trust (standardized) 0.018 -0.047 0.531

(0.062) (0.084)
Mother’s patience (standardized) -0.101 -0.001 0.363

(0.068) (0.081)
Mother’s willingness to take risk (std.) 0.055 0.054 0.989

(0.063) (0.084)
Mother’s altruism (standardized) -0.006 -0.106 0.346

(0.062) (0.089)

Child characteristics:
Female (binary) 0.484 0.451 0.525

(0.032) (0.042)
Age (in years, at follow-up) 12.504 12.472 0.590

(0.035) (0.049)
Conduct problems (SDQ, std.) -0.005 -0.071 0.533

(0.061) (0.088)

Table A.2: Baseline balance in the follow-up sample (N = 394). Notes: The values in columns
1 and 2 are means in control and treatment groups, standard errors are in parentheses.
Measures are collected at baseline (parental style is collected after the treatment in 2013,
children’s age is the age at follow-up), see Section 2 for details. Column 3 lists p-values of t-
tests on the null hypotheses that the differences in means between treatment and control group
are zero. The full follow-up sample (including high SES) are used to standardize variables.
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Variable (z-scores) Mentors Low SES mothers p-value of difference
Trust 0.314 -0.073 0.001
Altruism 0.206 0.003 0.068
Patience -0.110 -0.060 0.669
Willingness to take risk 0.007 0.023 0.881

Table A.3: Comparison of mentors and low SES mothers. This table compares mentors and
low SES mothers. The measures are standardized. Standardizations are conducted using the
baseline distribution of all mothers. For details on the measure see Section 2. The third
column indicates results from two-sample two-sided t-tests. The joint number of observations
is 680.
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Figure A.1: Length of mentoring relationship. The left panel shows the CDF of the programme
duration for those participants in the treatment group who had at least one meeting with their
mentor. The right panel depicts a histogram of the number of meetings.
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Figure A.2: Average report in FFH experiments by age. The graph combines the data from
this paper (in red) with data of 35 other papers using the FFH experiment that also elicited
the age of participants, collected by Abeler et al. (2019) (in grey). The x-axis depicts the
age of participants. The y-axis depicts the average “standardized report”. We pool across
all treatments in the 35 papers and across treatments in this paper and show the average
standardized report for each age (in years) separately. The size of the bubble is proportional
to the number of subjects. The standardized report maps the actual report onto the interval
-1 to +1 where -1 signifies the report yielding the lowest payoff and +1 the report yielding
the highest payoff. A standardized report of 0 signifies an average report that generates the
same payoff as truthful reporting would do (see Abeler et al. (2019) for details).
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B Theoretical framework

In this appendix, we aim to clarify how reports in this experiment are linked to preferences

for honesty. While we cannot judge individual behaviour in this experiment, we can judge

the behaviour of a group of participants. Assume that participant i privately observes an

i.i.d. state of nature ωi ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 means the participant predicted the die roll correctly

and 0 means they did not. The participant then reports ri ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., they claim to have

predicted correctly (ri = 1) or claim to have not done so. We assume that participants have

the following utility function:

Ui(ωi, ri) = rib− ciI(ri 6= ωi)

Participants like money and thus prefer to report ri = 1 as this yields the monetary benefit

b. They might also prefer to be honest, and thus pay a psychological lying cost ci ≥ 0 when

they lie. I() denotes the indicator function.17 We assume that ci is heterogeneous in the

population and that it is potentially affected by the treatment or by parents.

The utility function implies that no participant will “lie downwards”, i.e., all participants

who predicted correctly will say so. Lying downwards reduces the monetary payoff and might

incur lying costs and is thus never optimal. Participants who did not predict correctly will

(dishonestly) claim to have done so if and only if their ci < b , i.e., if lying feels less bad than

not obtaining the monetary reward. Since there is a 1
6 chance to predict correctly, the share of

high reports among a group of N participants is 1
6 + 5

6
∑N

i=1
I(ci<b)

N = 1
6 + 5

6Prob(ci < b). For

large N , if a group has a larger share of high reports, then this means that more participants

lied in this group (as ωi is independently drawn for each individual) and this has to come

from a left-shift in the distribution of ci, i.e., lower lying costs.
17The functional form of the lying cost does not matter in our setting, as we only have two possible reports.

The preference for honesty could, for example, stem from religious or moral reasons, from social norms of
honesty, or from self-image concerns. For our model to capture self-image concerns we need to assume that
the participant remembers their die roll ωi and their report ri. If they lied, they then suffer disutility ci from
knowing they lied. If individuals forget their die roll and only remember their report, even though the two
happened essentially at the same time, then a signalling model is more appropriate (see Abeler et al. (2019)
for such a model).
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C Instructions

C.1 Instructions translated from German

Below are the instructions shown on the screen of the laptop computer used for the question-

naire (translated from German). The original screenshots are shown in the next section. The

experimental currency unit is called “stars” and one star is converted into money at the end

of the questionnaire (1 star = 0.20 euros).

[New screen]

Finally, something totally different: you can now play a small game, just by yourself, on

the computer. The game is called “Predict a number” and you can win stars by playing the

game. You will need this die and this dice cup. [The interviewer hands die and cup to the

participant.]

You can use the die and cup in such a way that nobody can see the result of the die roll.

[The interviewer demonstrates the use of die and cup.]

How the game works will be explained on the screen. I will prepare something else during

that time. You will play the game alone at the computer. Please only come to me if you

have any questions. [The interviewer turns the laptop such that only the participant can see

the screen. The interviewer then leaves the interview situation and is told that the participant

has to click the answers on the next screen themself.]

[New screen]

You have received a die and a dice cup. You probably already know dice and cups from

other games. You can roll numbers between 1 and 6. Try it a couple of times! Roll in such a

way that only you can see the resulting number.

Did this work? [Button: yes, Button: no]

[New screen]

We now play a game. The aim is to predict the number the die will show. The game

consists of four steps:

Step 1: You think about which number you might roll and keep that number in mind.

Step 2: You roll the die and check whether you predicted the correct number.
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Step 3: Roll the die again a couple of times to check that the die is working properly.

Step 4: On the computer, enter whether you guessed the number correctly or not. If you

were right, you receive 5 stars. If you were wrong, you receive nothing.

Please click “next”. You can then continue in the questionnaire using the blue arrows or

the “Enter” key. [Button: next]

[New screen]

Let’s now play the game:

Step 1: Predict which number you might roll and keep that number in mind.

Step 2: Roll the die and check whether you predicted the correct number.

Step 3: Roll the die again a couple of times to check that the die is working properly.

When you are done, please click “next”. [Button: next]

[New screen]

Step 4: Now enter on the computer whether you predicted correctly. If you were right,

you receive 5 stars. If you were wrong, you receive nothing.

[Button: I have predicted correctly. Button: Unfortunately, I have predicted wrongly.]
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C.2 Screenshots of the original instructions
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C.3 Questionnaire

Mothers’ and mentors’ preferences and beliefs are measured using validated survey items. We

measure general trust using the two items “As long as I am not convinced otherwise, I always

assume that people have only the best intentions” (Falk et al. 2016) and “In general, one can

trust people” (Fehr et al. 2003). Responses were given on an eleven-point Likert scale. For

patience, we use the measure: “When it comes to financial decisions, how do you assess your

willingness to abstain from things today so that you will be able to afford more tomorrow.

Please indicate on the scale, where the value 0 means ‘not at all willing to abstain today’ and

the value 10 means ‘very willing to abstain today’”. To measure willingness to take risk, we

ask “How do you see yourself: are you generally a person who is fully prepared to take risks

or do you try to avoid taking risks? Please indicate on the scale, where the value 0 means:

‘not at all willing to take risks’ and the value 10 means: ‘very willing to take risks” (Dohmen

et al. 2011). Altruism is measured using the question “How would you assess your willingness

to share with others without expecting anything in return, for example your willingness to

give to charity?” (Falk et al. 2016).

To estimate “warm parenting style”, mothers indicated their agreement with eight state-

ments on a 5-point Likert scale from “never” to “always”.18 As in Falk et al. (forthcoming),

we use factor analysis to extract one latent parenting style from these items (+ and – indicate

the direction of factor loadings). The items are “I show my child with words and gestures that

I like him/her.” (+), “I praise my child.” (+), “If my child does something against my will,

I punish him/her.” (–), “I make it clear to my child that he/she is not to break the rules or

question my decisions.” (–), “I think my child is ungrateful when he/she does not obey me.”

(–), “I do not talk to my child for a while when he/she did something wrong.” (–), “When

my child goes out, I know exactly where he/she is.” (+) and “When my child goes out, I ask

what he/she did and experienced.” (+).

18For a detailed description of our parenting style measures, see Thönnissen et al. (2015) and the references
therein.
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